Previous work on dynamical black hole instability is further elucidated within the Hamilton-Jacobi method for horizon tunnelling and the reconstruction of the classical action by means of the null-expansion method. Everything is based on two natural requirements, namely that the tunneling rate is an observable and therefore it must be based on invariantly defined quantities, and that coordinate systems which do not cover the horizon should not be admitted. These simple observations can help to clarify some ambiguities, like the doubling of the temperature occurring in the static case when using singular coordinates, and the role, if any, of the temporal contribution of the action to the emission rate. The formalism is also applied to FRW cosmological models, where it is observed that it predicts the positivity of the temperature naturally, without further assumptions of the sign of energy.
Introduction
In previous papers [1, 2] we considered the quantum instability of dynamical black holes (BH) using a variant of the tunnelling method introduced by Parikh and Wilczek (PW) in the static case [3] to uncover aspects of the back reaction effects; see also [7] . The PW tunnelling method was refined and extended to more general cases in [5] and other papers [6] , including its extension to non-commutative Schwarzschild space-time [8] and its relation with thermodynamics [10] . Other points of view and recent criticisms can be found in [9] . In the static case, the variant mentioned above is the Hamilton-Jacobi method introduced in [11, 12] . A complete comparison analysis with the Parikh-Wilczek method has been presented in [13] . The tunnelling method provides not only new physical insight to an understanding of the black hole radiation, but is also a powerful and simple way to arrive at an expression of the surface gravity for a vast range of solutions, especially non-stationary and, in our case, dynamical black holes. This looks important since several definitions of the surface gravity for evolving horizons have been proposed in the past, all fitting the first law of BH mechanics more or less equally well. Still different results are advocated for expanding cosmological black holes in [18, 19] . A comparison is discussed throughly in [14, 15] , but we anticipate that Hayward's definition [16] of surface gravity, related to Kodama's theory [17] of spherically symmetric space-times, is the most interesting to us since it is the one to which the tunnelling method naturally leads. As we said above, a way to understand Hawking radiation is by means of tunnelling of particles through black-hole horizons. Such a tunnelling approach uses the fact that the WKB approximation of the tunnelling probability for the classically forbidden trajectory from inside to outside the horizon is: where I is the classical action of the (massless) particle, to leading order in . It is of the utmost importance that the exponent be a scalar invariant, otherwise no physical meaning can be given to Γ. If in particular it has the form of a thermal emission spectrum with ℑI = βω, then β and ω have to be separately scalars, since otherwise no invariant meaning can be given to the horizon temperature, which would not be an observable. If, even in the presence of reasonable physical conditions, more than one prescription for defining an invariant energy is available, then also more notions of invariant temperature will exist and further analysis, or observations, could be needed. In most cases this could only be a scale transformation.
In principle, all the Standard Model particles are expected in the Hawking radiation spectrum. However, most of the calculations in the literature have been performed just for scalar fields. Spin one-half emission was considered in [20] for stationary black holes, in [21] for the special case of the BTZ black hole and finally [22] studied the case of evolving horizons. In Ref. [2] we have already discussed the Hamilton-Jacobi tunnelling method for arbitrary spherically symmetric dynamical black holes. In this paper, we would like to present a systematic derivation of the results, pointing out the key points and making use of a covariant coordinate approach 1 which is particularly convenient in the discussion of several explicit examples we will consider as applications of the general method. Recall that any spherically symmetric metric can locally be expressed in the form
where the two-dimensional metric
is referred to as the normal metric, x i are associated coordinates and R(x i ) is the areal radius, considered as a scalar field in the normal two-dimensional space. Another relevant scalar quantity on this normal space is
The dynamical trapping horizon may be defined by
The Misner-Sharp gravitational mass, in units G = 1, is defined by
This is an invariant quantity on the normal space. Note that on the horizon m| H = m = R H /2. Furthermore, one can introduce a dynamic surface gravity [2] associated with this dynamical horizon, given by the normal space scalar
Recall that in the spherically dynamical case, it is possible to introduce the conserved Kodama vector, given by
which gives a preferred flow of time, generalizing the flow of time given by the static Killing vector in the static case. As a consequence, we may introduce the invariant energy associated with a particle by means of the scalar quantity on the normal space
where I is the classical action of the massless particle, which we assume to satisfy the Hamilton-Jacobi equation
1 For static black holes a coordinate-free formulation has been given by Stotyn and co-workers [23] .
We stressed above the importance to have at disposal an invariant definition of energy. Eq. (I.9) certainly satisfies this requirement if the action is, as it normally is, a scalar. In the following our aim will be not so much a detailed picture of the physical process of horizon tunnelling, as to show that there is a precise invariant prescription to deal with the imaginary part of the action, in case there is one, which is valid for all solutions in all coordinates systems which are regular across the horizon. The plan of the paper is the following. In Section II we discuss the role of coordinate invariance in the Hamilton-Jacobi (H-J) method. In Section III, a first law for dynamical black holes is derived. In Section IV, FRW space-times are investigated in detail as relevant examples of dynamical horizons. The naturally obtained positivity of the temperature is emphasized. In Section V, static black holes are revisited, and the issue of Hayward surface gravity and Killing surface gravity is discussed in detail. The paper ends with the Conclusions.
Hamilton-Jacobi Tunnelling and Gauge Invariance
Here we review the H-J tunnelling method, which connects the invariant surface gravity to a dynamical local temperature through the leading term in the BH tunnelling rate (I.1).
One of our key assumptions is the following. We can reconstruct the whole action I from ∂ i I by means of
where γ is an oriented null curve with at least one point on the dynamical horizon. We may split the integration along this null curve in two pieces, one very near to the dynamical horizon, the remaining contribution living in the regular part of space-time. Then we may perform a near-horizon approximation in the first integral. As a consequence, we have to use a system of coordinates regular on the horizon, otherwise this procedure cannot be applied, due to highly singular quantities involved. This procedure permits to evaluate the integration along the radial and temporal part and see if an imaginary part shows up, and what is their relation. In Ref. [2] , we have presented a derivation of the relevant imaginary part of the classical action and tunnelling rate (I.1), which reads
where κ H is the dynamical surface gravity (I.7), and ω the Kodama energy evaluated on the dynamical horizon. These quantities are scalars in the normal space, thus the leading term of the tunnelling rate is invariant, as we expect to be from an observable. For the sake of completeness, we are briefly reporting the essential steps of the derivation in several coordinate systems.
The EFB Gauge. We start with the derivation in [2] . The key point is the observation that it is always possible to write any spherically symmetric metric locally in an EddingtonFinkelstein-Bardeen (EFB) form which is regular on a trapping horizon. For black holes, one is concerned with future trapping horizons and so the advanced (rather than retarded) form is used:
where we are using x i = (v, r) as coordinates, and C = C(v, r), Ψ = Ψ(v, r). In this gauge, life is easy since R = r and χ = C; thus the horizon is defined by C H = 0. The Kodama vector and the invariant energy assume the simple expressions given by K = (e −Ψ , − → 0 ), and ω = e −Ψ ∂ v I. Furthermore, also the invariant surface gravity is just given by κ H = ∂ r C H /2. Expansion along a null direction in a neighbourhood of the horizon gives
This means that the temporal contribution does not contribute to the imaginary part of the action. From the H-J equation, we see that, for the outgoing mode
where again the quantity C has been expanded around the horizon along the null direction and the Feynman prescription has been implemented in order to deal with the simple pole. Within this specific regular coordinate system, the temporal integration does not give contribution to the imaginary part of the action. However, for practical reasons, it might be convenient and instructive to work in other coordinate systems, regular on the horizon. Let us denote the temporal and spatial coordinates by x i = (t, r). We shall discuss three more gauge choices, which are useful for practical purposes.
The r-Gauge. The normal metric here is non-diagonal, but R = r. We have
where the reduced normal metric is
The horizon is located where
vanishes, i.e. at E H = 0, provided F H = 0. The Kodama vector reads
and the invariant energy
The dynamical surface gravity is
The null expansion gives ∆t = − G H F H ∆r, and this leads, within the near-horizon approximation, to χ ≃ 2κ H (r − r H ). Furthermore, again in the near-horizon approximation
Thus in this description, the temporal part does not make a contribution to the imaginary part. Making use of the H-J equation, and of the Feynman prescription, one has for the outgoing mode
in agreement with the EFB gauge.
The Syncronous Gauge. The second coordinate system we would like to consider is described by the line element
in which the metric is diagonal, but R is a function of r and t. In this case, one has
thus the horizon χ H = 0 is defined by
in which we are assuming again a regular coordinate system on the horizon, namely that B H and the partial derivatives are non-vanishing. The Kodama vector reads
The dynamical surface gravity may be evaluated and reads
Making use of the horizon condition, we may rewrite
In this case, the H-J equation reads simply
As a consequence, the outgoing temporal contribution is equal to the radial one and we have
The H-J equation and the expression for the invariant energy lead to
Making the expansion along the null curve, and observing that ∆t =
∆r, in the nearhorizon approximation, one gets
which again coincides with the previous result. But notice that in this gauge, the temporal contribution is essential indeed to provide the correct result.
Conformal 2D-Minkowski Gauge. Another coordinate system where the temporal contribution to the action plays the same rôle is the general diagonal form of a spherically symmetric metric, which reads
In this form, the normal metric is conformally related to the 2-dimensional Minkowski spacetime. The χ function simply reads 27) which leads to the horizon condition
The Kodama vector and associated invariant energy are
The dynamical surface gravity reads
The H-J equation is the same as in two-dimensional Minkoswki space-time and gives
Since the null expansion condition leads to ∆T = ∆R, for the outgoing modes we get
and making use of near horizon approximation along the null direction we arrive again at equation (II.2).
The First Law for Dynamical Black Holes
Here we present a derivation of a version of the first law. To this aim, let us introduce another invariant in the normal space, related to the stress-energy tensor:
First, let us prove the following invariant relation
valid on the dynamical horizon. We may use the EFB gauge, in which R = r and χ = C and, in this gauge, we have
On the other hand, the Einstein equations are very simple in this gauge and we have
Thus, on the horizon we get
since T r r H = 0, which leads immediately to (III.2). However, it is easy to prove the same relation in another coordinate system, for example the r-gauge. To this purpose, let us introduce the horizon area and the areal volume associated with the horizon, with their respective differentials:
Then a direct calculation gives
In turn, this equation can be recast in the form of a first law, once we introduce the MS energy at the horizon:
where S H = A H /4 generalizes the Bekenstein-Hawking BH entropy .
An Explicit Example: The FRW Spacetime
As an example of our tunnelling method, let us consider a simple but extremely important example, namely a generic FRW space-time with flat spatial section,
This example belongs to the class of synchronous dynamical space-times, and we have just showed this is a coordinate system where the temporal integration is present and crucial in order to provide the correct result. The normal reduced metric is diagonal, namely γ = diag(−1, a(t) 2 ) and χ = 1 − r 2 a(t) 2 . The dynamical horizon is the Hubble horizon
with H(t) =ȧ/a. The dynamical surface gravity is
and the minus sign refers to the fact the horizon in question (IV.2) is, in Hayward's terminology, of the inner type. For example, the Einstein-de Sitter model, with a(t) ∝ t 2/3 , would give
while the de Sitter model in inflationary coordinate hasḢ = 0 and κ H = − Λ/3, though this result is valid in any other patch; furthermore, κ H = 0 is only possible in a radiation dominated universe, where a(t) ∝ √ t. One easily sees that in general, for a flat model with a = t n one has
so only for n < 1/2 is our surface gravity positive. This regime should not be physically allowed, however, since radiation dominated models occur either with massless particles or with ultra-relativistic massive ones, both of which are limiting cases. It seems as if in these cases we should define the temperature as T = |κ H |/2π. However we will see that the tunnelling method just gives the right signs without invoking absolute values. The Kodama vector reads K = (1, −rH, 0, 0) and the invariant energy of a particle is given by
In this case, we already know that the action of outgoing modes can be reconstructed entirely from
The H-J equation plus the expression for the invariant energy (IV.4) leads to
Now, making the near-horizon approximation, and expanding again along the null direction, taking care that it is inward directed, we finally obtain the desired result (note the minus sign):
where the Feynman prescription has been used in dealing with the pole at r = r H . As a consequence, we may interpret T = −κ H /2π as the dynamical temperature associated with FRW flat space-times. In particular, this gives naturally a positive temperature for de Sitter spacetime, a long debated question years ago, usually resolved by changing the sign of the horizon's energy. It should be noted that in the literature, the dynamical temperature is usually given in the form T = H/2π, with a missing term depending onḢ. Again, T becomes negative only for the unphysical flat models with n < 1/2, or perhaps we may say there can be no tunnelling processes from them. It is instructive to reconsider the FRW tunnelling computation in another coordinate system discussed in the previous Section. Making the coordinate change T := t and R := ra(t), the metric assumes the form of r-gauge, namely
Note that R = r, the metric remains regular on the horizon and the associated normal metric is of the type (II.8). As a result, χ = γ RR and the dynamical horizon is defined by
Of course, the dynamical surface gravity has to remain unchanged with respect to (IV.3). However, in this particular case, the Kodama vector is very simple K = (1, − → 0 ). As a consequence, the invariant energy is just ω = ∂ T I, and the H-J equation for a massless particle along a radial trajectory reads:
We know already from §II, that the integration along temporal coordinates gives merely a real contribution. The imaginary contribution to the particle action in which we are interested comes only from integration along the radial direction. Making the null expansion of χ = (1 − H 2 R 2 ) along the horizon,
which evaluated along a null radial direction, i.e. taking into account that ∆T = ∆R/2,
gives for the action of the outgoing particle the expected result, namely:
Everything we said is also valid for models with non-vanishing spatial curvature, except that the surface gravity is given by the more complicated formula
where R H = (H 2 +k/a 2 ) −1/2 is the cosmological trapping horizon, coinciding with the Hubble sphere in the flat case.
Static Black Holes
Static BH solutions may be considered as a special case of dynamical ones. However, they are consistent solutions of relativistic theory, Einstein or modified alternative theories, and they deserve a separate analysis, even though the horizon tunnelling, which we are going to discuss according to the general procedure outlined in the previous Sections, is a signal of their quantum instability and the static hypothesis we assume is only an approximation, strictly valid only for limited periods of time.
To begin with, let us consider a generic BH static solution in the Schwarzschild diagonal gauge, namely
A large class of BH solutions satisfy V = W , but we would like to keep the analysis as general as possible in order to include cases like the ones discussed in Subsection C.
General Properties of Static Spacetimes
Start by considering Einstein's Equations in 4D spacetime dimensions for metric (V.1):
We have
where a prime denotes differentiation with respect to r. Let the stress-energy tensor be
From equations (V.2), (V.3) and (V.7), it follows that 8) and if V = 0,
The MS mass is
so that W (r) can be re-written as
As regard V (r) we see that, after some algebra,
which, apparently, is a legitimate expression only as long as
Since on the other hand, we are interested only in the r-derivative of this function, the analytic continuation of the logarithm does not affect our calculations. By the end of the day, via Einstein's equations, we have
The absolute value has been introduced in order to give sense to the case V < 0 and W > 0 (in the opposite case, just switch the absolute value). Thus we see that the integration constant A ∈ R + and can be set equal to one up to a redefinition of time units. If the spacetime we have in mind is such that
where
which means that outside the outermost event horizon r = r q , V (r) and W (r) are both positive functions. Keeping this example in mind, we may essentially forget about absolute values as long as we are considering spacetime regions outside the outermost event horizon. Thus, equation (V.15) implies that,
This condition is completely equivalent to [29] :
In a static spacetime,
for n a the tangent vector to a radial null curve. Proof: Choose a radial null curve with affine parameter λ, (t(λ), r(λ), 0, 0). Its tangent vector will be
following from the condition n 2 = 0, a dot denoting differentiation with respect to the affine parameter. Next, take the stress tensor to be as in (V.7):
If the spacetime obeys the weak energy condition (WEC),
near the outermost event horizon, which from now on we shall denote with r 0 , W (r 0 ) = 0, we have
Thus, consider the null radial component of (V.2):
It is easy to show that (V.24) combined with (V.20) gives
so that, the LHS of equation (V.25) reads
As r → r + 0 , we see that 
Notice that, since C(r) can vanish at the most at isolated points,
as could be expected from the beginning. Now
while from energy-momentum conservation, we get
Restriction to the case ψ ′ = 0 leads to 
S(r)
and finally, upon integration, to the well-known result
with M and ℓ 2 constants of integration. We conclude that
(V.37)
Kodama-Hayward vs Killing Surface Gravity
Let us note that for metric (V.1), the function χ defined in (I.4) coincides with W . Thus, if we assume that V and W have the same simple zeros, in such a way that on the horizon, defined by χ = W = 0, one has
via de l'Hôspital ratio rule. These coordinates, as is well known, are singular on the horizon, so that the null expansion we have to use is meaningless, the temporal contribution to the action being ill defined. The use of these singular coordinates has been the origin of a large number of papers, containing several proposals to deal with the ambiguity [9] . Recall that in the original paper by Parikh & Wilczek on the tunnelling method [3] , a clever use of a coordinate system, regular on the horizon, known as Painlevé-Gullstrand coordinates, was advocated. The general PG gauge reads
According to our assumption (V.38), this gauge is indeed regular on the horizon, being of what we termed r-gauge type. A variant of this gauge is the EF gauge, where an advanced (retarded) time appears, i.e.
In both gauges, we may apply the general analysis and conclude that the temporal contribution is absent. The Kodama vector is K = ( ∂ t I. One should note that the Kodama vector and the invariant energy do not coincide with the Killing vector and ∂ t I unless V = W . This has some consequences, since the general theory gives a surface gravity of
instead of the surface gravity associated to the Killing vector ∂ t
More details can be found in [22] , but for now just limit ourselves to note that the tunneling probability
is the measurable quantity and since
where E = ∂ t I is the Killing energy, no contradiction within the static approximation can be found. However, as soon as the space-time becomes dynamic, a Killing vector is useless and the only invariant energy is ω, indeed.
Dilaton-Maxwell-Einstein Black holes
In this Subsection, we would like to give a brief review to BH static solutions in the form (V.1), with W = V . As far as one is concerned with Einstein's GR, solutions of this kind are forbidden by wellknown uniqueness theorems, cfr. [30] . However, it is not difficult to face them in alternative theories of gravity, a label which actually contains a lot of different material. In order to be more precise, let us consider the specific example provided by the so-called Dilaton-MaxwellGravity (DMG) as in [13] and [24, 25, 26, 27] . We typically start by an action such as [27] ,
where R is the scalar curvature, F 2 = F ab F ab and ξ governs the coupling of the dilaton with the Maxwell field. Varying the action (V.45) with respect to the metric, Maxwell and dilaton fields yields the EOM for the respective fields. It is easier if we consider Maxwell fields generated by an isolated electric charge. Then, the ansatz
for the line element, satisfies the EOM for the metric under very general conditions.
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Assuming b < a, a first class of solutions is given by [25] 
another one is instead
For a quite general class of solutions, but without any attempt of universality, the U(r) function in (V.46) can be expressed in terms of H(r) and the dilaton as
where η is an integration constant and the prime denotes derivation with respect to the argument. Next, consider a conformal transformation
The conformal metric looks like (V.1),
If the spacetime possesses a horizon, this will be located at r 0 , s.t. W (r 0 ) = 0, i.e. where
2. H(r 0 ) = 0. Note that in this case
that is, the conformal transformation becomes singular.
It is simply a question of algebra to compute the Kodama-Hayward surface gravity and see that it is well-defined in both cases 1 and 2. But, as regard the Killing surface gravity, we have to distinguish carefully the two cases under examination. Indeed, case 1 is easy to treat and gives κ K = U ′ 0 /2: something we had to expect from the very beginning in consideration of the well-established result according to which the Killing Hawking temperature T = κ K /2π is conformally invariant [31] . But things go radically different in case 2 of singular conformal transformation, where the same definition of a Killing surface gravity, positive and finite on the horizon becomes, at least in the general case, questionable.
This analysis, however, is sufficient to shed new light on the stringy black hole puzzle. Start in fact from the metric (V.46) with, for example, U(r) = 1 − a/r, a = const and H(r) = r(r − b), b < a. Perform a conformal transformation in order to get the GHS solution [25] . Since b < a, r 0 = a is still an event horizon. The Killing surface gravity, being invariant under conformal transformation, does not feel the new physics introduced by the conformal transformation. Thus no change has to be expected in the extremal limit. The story is different for Hayward's surface gravity that goes like κ H ∝ H 2 0 and vanishes whenever the conformal factor vanishes, e.g. in the extremal limit for GHS solution.
The Lemaître-Rylov Gauge
Let us consider for the moment Schwarzschild spacetime in coordinates (T, R, θ, ϕ) such that the line element can be expressed as
where r g = 2m is the usual gravitational radius, and
We shall refer to these coordinates as the Lemaître-Rylov gauge. This is indeed an interesting (time-dependent) gauge since -contrary for example to isotropic coordinates -(T, R) extend beyond the gravitational radius, r < r g . Notice further that [30] :
1. The spacetime singularity is located at R = T ; According to the general procedure outlined above,
and
The explicit form of the Kodama vector K in terms of the Lemaître gauge is
so that the particle's energy is
The H-J equation for radially moving particles is
that is:
or even more explicitly,
¿From (V.66) follows that (∂ R I) − is regular and the action of incoming particles real:
As regard the outgoing particles, we have
Let us define A (T, R) := 1 − √ B and expand it along the null, radial, outgoing geodesic close to the horizon:
where terms of second order in (∆R), (∆T ) have been ignored. Insert (V.69) in (V.68),
(V.71)
In the end, the outgoing action looks like
which provides the correct Hawking temperature from the hole. The Lemaître-Rylov gauge can be generalized beyond Schwarzschild spacetime. In general the metric we shall deal with is
where V (r) and the areal radius r are function of R ± T , via the inversion of the relation
We are dealing with a dynamical syncronous gauge and we may apply the general formalism seen above. A straightforward calculation leads again to (V.41) 4 .
Conclusions
In the last few years, many different proposals have been suggested in order to give a universal prescription for the Hawking temperature of certain dynamical spacetimes, especially those endowed with future trapping horizons. In such cases, for example, one lacks the Kubo-Martin-Schwinger (KMS) condition so successful for equilibrium states. Nor is there generally available a analytic continuation to Euclidean signature within which one can judge the periodicity of Euclidean time, essentially equivalent to the KMS condition. In fact, one can even doubt that a temperature with the usual meaning is generally possible or useful at all. The final result is that time by time many prescriptions were proposed which either were not applicable to all the desired cases one can have in mind, or simply were invented ad hoc to keep the peace with the most well known cases. For example, for a slowly varying Schwarzschild black hole it seemed natural to keep the temperature equal to the instantaneous value 1/8πM(t) characterizing the static BH, although this is not so obvious.
On the other hand we are all accustomed to the remarkably universal properties exhibited by black holes so, moved by the wish of extending some of these to a dynamical regime, we have written this note in order to clarify (hopefully) the so-called HJ method for horizon tunnelling.
The playground has been given by the class of spherically symmetric spacetimes, either static or dynamical, and within this class we can draw the conclusion that in order for the HJ method to work properly: (i) regular coordinates at the horizon are necessary; (ii) an appropriate notion of particle energy, that it should be a scalar, can be implemented at the level of HJ equation in such a way that imaginary contributions to particle action of outgoing particles arise after a near-horizon approximation; (iii) we have shown the relevance of the null-expansion of (to all purposes, massless) particles through the horizon in order to reconstruct fully the particle action. In turn, it is the particle action responsible for the particle production rate (I.1).
From these results it should also be clear that a contribution to the rate from the temporal part of the integration, that is from the piece γ ∂ t Idt of the basic tunnelling rate, is generally present but gauge dependent; it is only the full integration along γ that produces a gauge invariant result. So for example, in certain gauges there is a temporal contribution, in some other gauge there is not.
Finally, in static spacetimes violating the weak energy condition it seems that the choice between Killing and Kodama-Hayward cannot be decided at the formal level, although it may be remarked that the difference amounts only to a trivial scaling, albeit one which can have less trivial effects on extremal BHs. It may also be noted that, as soon as a static black hole starts evaporating, the spacetime ceases to be rigorously static and only the dynamical picture survives, a picture where the Killing vector with its associated energy/surface gravity/temperature plays a much more minor role.
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